Pls provide a truthful and honest review of SB 941. Putting more laws on honest people will do nothing to
affect crimes and criminal activity. Thank you!

Mr Rhoades,
I oppose this Bill as I think it will punish law abiding citizens like myself, even though we have followed the
law. I think it will do little to curb criminal's illegal use of guns in Oregon. The fact that Sheriffs around
Oregon, one of the big supposed beneficiaries of this bill, publicly oppose it as well, should be a big red flag of
how flawed and unfair it is.
Please reconsider you stance on this bill for the good of Oregonians and our freedoms.
-ck

This is an OUTRAGEOUS Attack on My Rights, Stop This B.S.
and remember who You are representing, The People, Not The
Rich AHoles that Pay to take my rights.
Thank You,
A Regular Citizen

Mr Rhoades, why is this bill being RUSHED through the legislative process with out the public being given
ample opportunity to respond before it goes to vote on the senate floor?!!! There are A LOT of us Oregonians
who do not like this bill or the devious way it is being handled!! For that matter we do not like or appreciate the
way government both state and federal are CONSTANTLY looking for underhanded ways to CHIP AWAY at
the 2nd ammendment. We loose that right we loose EVERYTHING. History has proven that over and over and
over. Frankly if anyone does not like our constitution then MOVE!!!!!!

SB941 is a law that is completely and totally unenforceable as written. First there is an unknown number of firearms in
private possession within the state at this point in time. If the buyers and sellers do not wish to run to the state to beg
permission from their masters then no one will ever know about the "illegal" transfer. Soon this fact will bring us to the
next push by the tyrants of Salem, closing the "gun registration loophole." Why, of course it will be a "reasonable"
registration system. "Common sense" will tell us that it will be impossible for OSP to track the felons and prevent them
from getting firearms. Eighty three percent of the public will support it according to the made up statistics from Michael
Bloomberg's groups.The mere fact that Prosanski & Burdick, along with the other wannabe tyrants, would even choose
to attempt to inflict this assault upon the liberties of the people of Oregon can be rightly considered a declaration of
legal warfare by the elites in the Oregon government against the people of the State of Oregon. It is reason enough to
openly declare "We Will Not Comply!"

STOP SB941 NOW. THIS IS NOT RIGHT. WE
NEED TIME TO READ THE WHOLE THING! WE
THE PEOPLE NEED TO UNDERSTAND AND
AGREE ON IT OR NOT.

A doctorial government is a controlling government, is this what you want?

